Westbury Academy Key Stage 3 Curriculum
MP Class - Year 7
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Poetry Power

Ways with Words

Looking at poetic
techniques and using
them in our own
writing.

Expanding our
knowledge of the
techniques writers use
for effect

The Iron Giant
English

Mathematics

Science

Reading for understanding and looking at how
the author used descriptive language. Writing
our own stories based on the book.
Number and Place
Value
Number - addition
and subtraction

Forces

Humanities
History

PE

Using the poem we look at writing techniques
for developing character and plot.

Statistics
Number Multiplication and
division

Particles and their
behaviour
Portraits

Art

The Highwayman by Alfred Noyles

Looking at a range of styles and artists and
producing our own work to develop
understanding and skills

1045-1485

Number

fractions

Graphs, charts and
averages
Number negative
numbers

Acids + Alkalis

Chemical reactions

Algebra - Order of
operations, number
sequences and
substitution

Geometry lines and
angles

Cells

Rocks

Multicultural Art

Buildings and landscapes

Looking at art from different cultures and
developing skills by producing our own work in
that style

Looking at the work of a range of artists in this
genre such as Hundertwasser and Monet.
Producing our own artwork based on the genre,
styles and techniques of these artists.

1045-1485

1066-1485

1485-1745

1485-1745
Looking at how more
of the world was being
discovered.

Looking at Britain before 1066, The Battle of
Hastings and how life in Britain changed
afterwards

Project on how
Nottingham has
developed and
changed since the
middle ages

Looking at life in the
middle ages in towns
and villages

Looking at the Tudors
and focusing on the
religious changes
made in this time.

Football

Hockey

Table Tennis

Cricket

Cricket

Basketball

Trampolining

Health Related Fitness

Athletics

Athletics

Handball

Badminton

Volleyball

Baseball

Alternative Sports

Looking at justice in
Tudor England.

Food Technology

Design Technology
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Developing skills in
cooking.

Developing skills in
cooking.

Developing skills in
cooking.

Developing skills in
cooking.

Developing skills in
cooking.

Developing skills in
cooking.

Healthy eating

Healthy eating

Healthy eating

Healthy eating

Healthy eating

Healthy eating

CLOCK PROJECT.

CLOCK PROJECT.

PENCIL HOLDER

PENCIL HOLDER

BOX PROJECT

BOX PROJECT

(HALF CLASS)

(HALF CLASS)

(HALF CLASS)

(HALF CLASS)

(HALF CLASS)

(HALF CLASS)
Worship

Creation Stories

Research into different
religions Place of
Life After Death
Create a 3d model of a
Worship
Life and Death In The
scene from a chosen
Significance of
Media
cultures Creation Story
Symbolism
Reflect on our beliefs
Story Board
Create own Place of
on what happens when
2d Plan
Worship
we die
List of equipment
Written reflection of
what pupils have
Create the board
created and why
Art Project

RE

Introduction to RE

Hinduism

Hinduism

Special Dress

Founder of Hinduism

Festival project—
independent research
into a chosen Hindu
festival

Creation Story
Different Gods



Its your planet - 
looking at how
the Earth
developed and
what we have
done to it


Humanities
Geography



Its your planet looking at how
the Earth
developed and
what we have
done to it


Maps and
Mapping
looking at map
use and
developing map
skills
About the UK
studying
geographical
aspect of the UK



Maps and
Mapping
looking at map
use and
developing map
skills
About the UK
studying
geographical
aspect of the UK

Life After Death
Different types of
views on LAD
Project on specific
LAD—trip to Caves



Glaciers
Looking at what
glaciers are and
at the changes
they have made
and are making
to the planet.



Glaciers
Looking at what
glaciers are and
at the changes
they have made
and are making
to the planet.



Rivers Looking at the
processes by
which rivers
change the
landscape and
at how we use
and damage
rivers.



Rivers Looking at the
processes by
which rivers
change the
landscape and
at how we use
and damage
rivers.



Africa Looking 
at the physical
and human
geography of
the continent of
Africa

Africa Looking
at the physical
and human
geography of
the continent of
Africa



Horn of Africa Focusing in on
the geography
of this area of
Africa and on
what life is like
for the people
who live there.



Horn of Africa Focusing in on
the geography
of this area of
Africa and on
what life is like
for the people
who live there.
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ICT

E-safety and how to
use the internet

Scratch - using the
scratch programming
language to learn
about programming
and to write our own
games

Music

Repetitive rhythms and
dynamics, ensemble
work

Reggae melodies and
beats

Spreadsheets and
Presentations - Using
modelling - Using
Powerpoint to create a Logo - learning about
MSExcell to input,
multimedia
control through the use
manage and present
presentation about
of screen turtles
data and to model real
endangered animals
life situations.

Personal choice of
repertoire, ear
recognition

Personal choice of
repertoire, ear
recognition

Film music, building
motifs to form the
whole

Web Design - Using a
program to create
webpages and learn
about HTML.

Film music, including
orchestral instruments
and concert

